An erudite and illuminating introduction to Dionys Fitzherbert's troubled life and autobiographical writings, Katharine Hodgkin's edition is an indispensable guide to any specialist and non-specialist reader interested in Fitzherbert's world, both in terms of her private life and the culture within which she lived and wrote; in how body, mind and spirit were perceived to function and malfunction in the seventeenth century; in the intimate connections between medical and religious approaches to physical, mental and spiritual crisis; in the definition and treatment of madness in early modern England; and in the role that class, gender and notions of selfhood and identity played in the process of autobiographical writing and scribal publishing during the period. Hodgkin begins by mapping out the four main sections of her introduction (pp. 1--4), which are: 'The Life Story: Family Order and Disorder' (pp. 4--34), 'Exemplary Lives: Writing the Self and Protestant Culture' (pp. 34--55), 'Madness, Melancholy, Spiritual Affliction' (pp. 55--73), and 'Writing and Reading, Private and Public' (pp. 73--92). Hodgkin then appends a full and very informative bibliography (pp. 93--105) before providing a transcript of Fitzherbert's autograph manuscript along with a modernised text on the facing page (pp. 110--279).

The first section 'explores Fitzherbert's life and family background, looking at kinship and household networks, tracing financial and religious relationships, and giving an account of her affliction as she describes it'. (p. 4) Here, Hodgkin introduces the reader to Fitzherbert's relationship with her family members; her position as an unmarried daughter in a gentry household, a position in which she chose to be in favour of a dedicated and religiously motivated virginity; and the consequences of this decision for how her family regarded her and for her mental health (pp. 4--13). Hodgkin then records how Fitzherbert's intense religious commitment set her even further apart from her less pious family. Her spiritual dedication provided her with alternative networks of support (personal, spiritual and intellectual) which sustained her independence of mind and refusal to marry (pp. 14--20). Fitzherbert's religious commitment and tensions over marriage led to her being sent off to a number of high-status households to work as a lady's maid, which was considered to be part of her training as an upper-class young woman (pp. 20--4). During this period, she experienced bouts of delusion, physical illness, confusion and identity crisis, afflictions which she perceived to be a form of punishment for her decreasing attention to her religious duties (pp. 24--34).

The next section relocates Fitzherbert's experience of selfhood and writing about the self in what was for her its true spiritual context. Hodgkin identifies the reasons that motivated Fitzherbert to write and publicise her life in the first place (pp. 34--8); puts her findings in dialogue with modern scholarship on early modern women's access and relationship to the process of writing and publication (pp. 38--40); considers her position as a writing woman; the role that writing played in her life; and how she negotiated the complex and sometimes conflicting requirements of godliness, learning and gender (pp. 40--55). In her account, Hodgkin has found that Fitzherbert's breakdown was associated with the loss and regaining of the desire to read, particularly the Bible and religious meditations. In this context, reading and books become sources of anxiety, while Fitzherbert's well-informed commentary and notes on her own narrative bespeak her teleological drive to assert that the person who writes as she does cannot be mad.

The third section turns to the various ways in which madness and disorder were approached during the period, from a symptom of disappointed love and witchcraft to divine punishment and physical illness treated according to the practices of contemporary humoral medicine (pp. 55--9). Hodgkin also records how Fitzherbert negotiated her affliction, at once physical, mental and spiritual, within the framework of a Protestant religious culture, whereby such types of illness were often connected to sin and religious melancholy (pp. 59--67). Hodgkin brings her findings to bear on contemporary notions about the connections between gender, madness and melancholy, opening a fruitful discussion on the place of women within the context of the period's humoral system and constructions of female identity. Once again, Fitzherbert would find recourse to religion, for in the Christian elevation of spirit over body she found a means to transcend the entrenched association during the period of the female body with melancholy (pp. 67--73).

In the final section of her comprehensive and stimulating introduction, Hodgkin places Fitzherbert's writings in the context of seventeenth-century manuscript writing and scribal publication, and explores in brief the problematic connections between the public and private spheres, between visibility and concealment during the act of writing about and publicising one's own private life (pp. 73--5). In this section, Hodgkin also looks at Fitzherbert's extant manuscripts in terms of the significance of their locations and recorded readers (pp. 75--80); amendments and corrections, from minor ones, such as orthography, grammar and wording (pp. 80--2), to corrections pertaining specifically to spiritual issues (pp. 82--7); and exclusions of what could have been construed during the period as dangerous or inappropriate words and ideas (pp. 87--8). Lastly, Hodgkin discusses her editorial strategies and summarises her editorial practices (pp. 88--92).

The transcript itself is a very welcome presentation of Fitzherbert's autobiographical writings in a readable format. Where the original text is obscure, the editor prefers exegesis to emendation. Footnoting could have been richer and more thorough. It is thus likely to be more helpful to the general reader, though there are moments of originality in the notes which may well interest future editors. Until then, *Women, Madness and Sin* is very likely to be, for many years, the standard edition of Fitzherbert's autobiographical writings and introduction to her life, work and culture.
